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MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

Josephus Thompson, Covington, and Morton S.
Brockman, Cleveland, Ohio, assignors of one
sixth to said Thompson and five-sixths to
Grossman Music Company
Application May 22, 1942, Serial No. 444,064
Claims.

The inventions disclosed herein relate to

trumpet type musical instruments and more par
ticularly are improvements of the musical in
Strument disclosed in the co-pending United
States patent application, Serial No. 398,775
which was filed June 19, 1941, by Josephus

(C. 84-388)
tion of the instrument, with portions thereof
broken away to show interior construction and
aSSembly;
Figure 4 is a vertical Sectional view along the
5

line and in the direction of the arrows 4-4 of

Figure 3;

Figure 5 is a vertical sectional view taken along

Thompson.
The prior patent application discloses a mu

the line and in the direction of the arrows 5-5

Figure 3;
Sical Wind instrument in which the operating of Figure
6 is a vertical cross sectional view of
valves are in the lower portion of the body and 20
instrument taken along the line and in the di
wherein the operating or finger buttons connect
rection of arrows 6-6 of the Figure 3 and show
ed thereto Were on the top of the instrument.
ing a valve open as when the button is de
The valve stems connecting the buttons and
valves therefor necessarily had to pass through pressed:, .
Figure 7 is a vertical Sectional view of the
long vertical channels in the body of the instru
instrument taken along the line and in the di
ment and the friction thus encountered some.
Irection of the arrows 7-7 of the Figure 3;
times interfered with the proper playing of the
Figure 8 is a plan view of One of the tWO forms
instrument. Furthermore, the particular type of

of valves which may be used in the preferred form

valve disclosed in the earlier instrument did not

always provide a perfectly air-tight closure and
leakage sometimes took place between the air
passage and the compensator ducts. Also, be
callse of the fact that the compensator ducts
entered the primary channel at the bottom of
the instrument, saliva under certain conditions
had a tendency to interfere with the smooth op
eration of the valves. Cleaning of the instru
ment Was also complicated for the same reason.
It is therefore the primary object of this
invention to provide molded plastic wind instru
ments with body members having interconnected
compensator ducts and primary air passages and

of the instrument;

Figure 9 is a side view of the same valve shown
in the Figure 8 and also showing in broken lines
an alternate view or open position thereof;
Figure 10 is an end view of the same valve

taken along the line and in the direction of the

arrows 0-G of the Figure 9;
Figure 11 is an end view of the bottom portion
of a valve Sten used to Operate the valve shown

30

in the Figures 8, 9 and 10;

Figure 12 is a side view of the valve shown in

the Figure 11;

Figure 13 is a bottom view of the valve stem
shown in the Figures 11 and 12;
Figure 15 is a lateral and vertical sectional
view of a slightly modified form of valve mecha
nism capable of use with this preferred type of
instrument and also showing the said valve in
the closed position;

wherein the said connections are made at places
other than at the normal bottom portion of the
body members.
Another object, of this invention is to provide
devices of the type mentioned which have im

proved types of valve devices and which devices

Figure 15 is a longitudinal vertical sectional

are more precise and smoother in operation than

those of the earlier instrunnerts, which are more 40 view of the modified form of valve mechanism
shown in the Figure 14 and taken along the line
responsive to the touch of the player and which
and in the direction of the arrows 4-4 there:are easier to install, repair or replace.
of:
These and other objects, features and advan
Figure 16 is a lateral vertical sectional view
tages of these improved instruments will become

apparent through a reading of the attached spec
ifications and claims, taken in connection with
the accompanying drawings in Which like parts
are designated by like reference characters and

in which:

Figure 1 is a top or plan view of the simplest,
or preferred form of the instrument;
Figure 2 is a vertical sectional view of the
same instrument, taken along the line and in

the direction of the arrows 2-2 of the Figure 1,
Figure 3 is an enlarged elevation of a por

45

of the same style of valve mechanism in the
depressed or open position taken along the line

and in the direction of the arrows 6-6 of the
50

Figure 17;
Figure 17 is a longitudinal vertical Sectional
view of the same valve taken along the line
and in the direction of the arrows fl-T of the
Figure 16;

Figure 18 is a top view of the right side only
of a modified form of the instrument;

Figure 19 is a longitudinal elevation of the

-

2 ..
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portion of the instrument shown in the Figure
18, the view taken along the line and in the
direction of the arrows 9-9 thereof;
Figure 20 is an elevation of a right hand out
side portion of the instrument taken along the
line and in the direction of the arrows 20-20 of

in the unitary body of the instrument without

the necessity of having to attach extraneous
parts thereto.

5

the Figure 18;

The Figure 2 shows a vertical longitudinal Sec
form of instrument and particularly shows the
body member 48 as having a top portion 4, a
bottom portion 42, a front end portion 3, a rear
end portion 44 and a middle or central portion

tion of the simpler and therefore, the preferred

Figure 21 is an end view of one of the com
pensator duct channelled members shown in the
Figure 20;
O 45 therebetween. The aforesaid portions are
Figure 22 is a vertical sectional view of the
named from the positions they occupy Or the
same channelled members taken along the line
locations they are in while being played in the
and in the direction of the arrows 22-22 of the
regular manner. The circuitous air passage 49
Figure 21;
opens into or terminates at the mouthpiece por
Figure 23 is a similar view of the. Small chan Ition 47 and passes downward acroSS Or through
nelled member used in the instrument, the view
the rear end portion 44 to the botton portion 42.
taken along the line and in the direction of the
At about the middle of the instruinent and lilore
arrows 23-23 of the Figure 24:
particularly to the portion thereof designated as
Figure 24 is an end view of the channelled the middle section 45, the air passage 49 turns
member shown in Figure 23;
20 and goes backward to the rear end portion 44,
Figure. 25 is a similar view of a third chan
then upward to the top portion 4 i. From there,
nelled member used in the instrument;
it passes in a relatively straight line to the front
Figure 26 is a top view of the left half of the
end portion 43, then downward through the front
instrument:
Figure 27 is a longitudinal vertical elevation of

25

end portion 63 to the front part of the bottom
portion 42. It then, passes rearward to the Inid

the portion shown in the Fig tire 26 and taken . . . dle section 45 and then forward again through . .

along the line and in the direction of the arrows.

27- -27...thereof;
Figure 28 is a front end view of the left hand . .
portion of the instrument, the view taken along 30

the line and in the direction of the arrows 28-28.
of the. Figure. 27.
Figure 29 is a vertical and lateral sectional view...
of the assembled instrument taken along the line
and in the direction of the arrows 29-29 of the 35
Figure .35; .
Figures 30 is an exploded view, of...the, parts:
shown in Figure'.29 and more particularly: show
ing Sections of the Figures 18, 23 and 27.
Figure 31 is a lateral sectional view of the in 40
strument taken - along the line and in the direct
tion of the arrows 3-3 of the Figure -35;

the lower part of the bottom section 2 to the
front end section, 43 where it passes upward to
ward the top thereof, and terminates in a bell

46. The portion of the air passage which is des
ignated by the character 52, tape's aid enlarges
gradually before terminating in the bell 46. .
The portion of the air passage which is design
nated by the character 5 and which extends longitudinally, through or across the top portion."
4 between the front and rear end portions 43
and 44 is rectangular in Cross-section and has
flat and smooth top, bottom and side walls. The

rest of the passage 49 may be made round in

cross section as in a conventional metal instru

ment. The horizontal portion of the air passage

which enters into the mouthpiece portion 4 may . . .
be enlarged as shown to receive the special mouth

Figure 32 is an exploded view of the main por
tions of the body shown in the Figure 31;
piece 47a if desired. The portion of the air pas
Figure 33 is a portion of the view shown in the 45 sage 49 which passes forward across the bottom
Figure 29 but showing the valve mechanism
portion: 42, has a small opening 59 therein, at
opened or in the depressed position; :
about the point where the passage turns upward
Figure 34 is a plan view of the assembled pors
and rearward. This small opening 59 is covered
tions of the instrument;
by the valve 56 which may be of a conventional
Figure 35 is a right side view of the assembled 50 design
and is used to remove any moisture accu
instrument;
mulating
in the instrument. The two lateral
Figure 36 is an exploded side view of the valve
holes
48
and
48a which extend from the middle
body and stem; and
portion 45 to the front and rear portions 43 and
Figure 37 is a lateral sectional view of the valve. 55 44 respectively are below the top portion 4 are :
body and stem. shown in the Figure 36.:
made to accommodate the fingers of the player so
that the instrument may be played exactly like
Preferred form .
a standard cornet or trumpet.
the first two pages of the drawings Show; a
The auxiliary air passages also known and
simplified or preferred form of the trumpet.

This particular model 4 is made of two similar. 60 referred to as compensator air ducts are of three

or Syrinnetrically noded halves which fit and . . . different lengths, so that the instrument may be
are cemented-together in the middle as shown...: Varied in tone according to the duct or combina
tion of ducts engaged during play. The inter
The three air valves 6a used to change the tone

of the instrument are mounted in about the cent
ter or approximately midway between the front

and rear end portions 43 and 44 respectively and
members 60 are each alike and are interchange

mediate duct 53 which is located toward the rear

65

of the instrument has an air passage which is
medium in length. It passes downward in a

Somewhat looped formation through the middle
Section 45 and rearward under the opening 48 as
able and easily installed... replaced or repaired. 70 shown. The long duct 45 similarly passes down
and then forward toward the front portion
The instrument may be made of molded plastic. Ward
the instrument and partly below the opening
or composition material and is so designed that of
48a. The middle duct 54 which is the shortest of .
the two Symmetrical Sides of the circuitous air
the
three in length, simply passes downward and
passage 49, the ducts 53, 54 and 55, the mouth upward
through the middle section 45, as illus
on the top At of the instrument. The valve

piece and bellportions 47 and 46 are formed with-75 trated. Each of the three ducts 53, 54 and 55.

2,320,203
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has a small Y shaped recess 8 which receives: portion 42 to the front end portion i43, thence.
the horizontal bottom part of the frame 88 and
ward to the top portion f 41 and thence rear
abutting edges of the valve plates 9.
their
ard
to a point in the top portion 4f slightly,
Two valve plates 9 fare hinged together in a
forward
the mouthpiece. 41. From this point
manner similar to the previously described :5 it passesofupward
in the top portion 41 and
platest except that they do not have the lever

portions 13 thereon or the slots 76 therein. The

valve plates 9 are made to fit over and securely .
cover, the ducts 53 thereunder. A small auxiliary

thence forward again to the bell portion, 46.
The portion of the air channel indicated by the

character 52 is tapered and flared as shown in
the
19 before terminating in the horn
spring 94 similar to the spring 14 is mounted on 10 bell. Figure
The
air
52 also lies slightly above
the hinge pin to keep the valve plates 9? in the and to the leftpassage
side of the rectangular portion
normally
closed position. The hinge pin, which of the air passage
5i below it. The main air
connects
the
two
plates.
91
does
not
extend
passage
49
heretofore
referred to may have
throug ebody of the instrument as does the
a cross section of any shape which permits.
pin
72.
This
pin
instead
is
short
and
enables
the
15
free and uninterrupted flow of air. How
valve plate 9 to be simply laid in position. the
ever,
the portion of the passage designated by
through the opening 50, without other fastening the character
5?, which passes through the
means when the instrument is being assembled.
top
portion
f4
and
through the middle section.
When the valve button 8 is depressed the low
45
of
the
instrument
should have a rectangu
er horizontal baror part of the rectangular frame 20, lar
cross
section
to
accommodate
the - special
lar
cross
section
to
accom
88 causes, the two contiguous edges of the plates. valves 60 hereinafter described in detail.
The
9 to drop into the Y shaped recess 8 . The two drawings show an instrument having a round
plates then pivot on the two lateral and parallel cross sectioned air passage before the horn bell,
straight edges 82. The larger portions of the a plano-convex cross-section through the bottom
two plates are caused to rise and thus deflect the 5 portion
f42 and the aforementioned rectangular
air current down and through its particular duct. ly cross-sectioned
151 between the two.
The figures 14 and 15 show the modified form of The top portion ofportion
the instrument 41, that is
the valve in the normal position, that is, when the
portion immediately above the rectangular
the adjacent compensator duct is closed and
air
passage
divided longitudinally sym
the main air passage 51 clear. The Figures 16 metrical. That5 is,is the
body member 40 con
and 17 show the same valve in the depressed po
tains one half of the air passage 52 and the
sition, and with the particular compensator duct other
part of the body is 0 hereinafter described
open and interconnected with the - main. air pas in detail
contains the other half of the air pas
sage 5f.
sage designated by the character 92.
It will be.cbserved that, because of the Small 3. 5 The lower part of the instrument is not. di. . .
parts of the plates that drop into the openings vided so evenly. Instead it contains practically
57 or 8? and the relatively larger parts thereof all of the air passages 49 and 51. - - - - - that rise to close the passage 51, an improved lev
Like the preferred form of the instrument the
erage effect is obtained and which effect makes mouthpiece
portion 147 may be equipped with
the instrument more responsive to the player's
Special metal mouthpiece and similarly the
touch. The plates 7 and 9 are therefor faster in 40- amain
air passage 49 is provided with a small
operation and are played by strokes which are
valve
and Opening 59 at the front end of the
shorter and more effective.
lower portion 42, which is used to remove any
Modified form

The modified form of the instrument which
is shown on Sheets 3, 4 and 5 of the drawings
differs from the previously described form, prin
cipally for the reason that the three compen
sator ducts 53, 54. and 55 engage or con

nect with the main air passage 49 at a point
where the column of air is moving toward the

rear of the instrument. Also the three air valves

45

50

moisture in the instrument.

. . .

The top portion 4f of the instrument and

particularly the part immediately above the air
passage 5 contains or has three internally
threaded hollow portions 50 which receive the
previously mentioned specially designed valves
60. The bottom portion of the instrument 42

that is the portion immediately below the air
paSSage portion 5? is provided with two lat

eral openings f48 and 148a to decrease the

f 60 operate on the side of the main air channel
of the instrument and also to accommo
instead of on the top thereof as shown in the weight
date the player's fingers, so that it may be played
preferred form of the invention or at bottom. in
the same. manner that prior art tubular metal
thereof as shown in the co-pending patent ap

c instruments are played.
plication Serial No. 398,775.
Sidewall of the instrument above the main
The right hand or main portion of the body airThe
passage
and at the hollowed portions
is molded out of a plastic material similar to 60 50 made to 4receive
valves 6, have side
the body portions 40 heretofore referred to, Openings, 57 therein the
coincide with cer
This portion of the body is broadly designated tain similar openings which
64
in
the
valve body 6)
by the character 40 and is clearly shown in
and with certain openings 56a, 5ta and 58a in
the Figures 18, 19, 30 and 32. It has a top channelled
22, 23 and 25 hereinafter
portion 4 ?, a bottom portion 142, a front por 65 described in members
detail. All of these matched open
tion 43, a rear portion 44 and a middle sec
ings are the same size as the air passage 5
tion 45, corresponding to the portions 4t, 42,
and compensator ducts f S3, 54 and 55 and
43, 44 and 45 heretofore referred to. The upper permits...
column of air to flow freely there
rear part of the instrument has a mouth piece through the
without
f47 and the upper front portion has a bell 46 70 6) is depressed. any obstruction when a valve
in the conventional manner. The main air chan
The compensator air ducts 59, 54 and 55
nel or passage 49 starts at the mouthpiece por which
are used to change the tone of the in
tion 47 and passes downward across or through
strument are molded or formed in three chan
the rear end portion 44 to the bottom thereof.

nelled members which are illustrated in the Fig
Thence, it passes forward through the bottom 75 ures
21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 inclusive. These men

5
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55, 54 and 53 respectively. The extreme bot
bers containing the ducts are mounted on the

tom of the Valve stem f66 has a horizontal or flat

right hand side of the instrument as shown in
the Figures 20, 29 and 31. The long channelled

plate 69 which moves up and down during play

member 22 which contains the duct 55 is mount

in the main air passage 5. The collar portion

and is so positioned that its terminal 56a coin
cides With the openings 56 in the aforemen
tioned sidewalls and the opening f 64 in the

Spring 65 which fits between the throat 62 and
the button 6. This spring tends to raise the

the opening 57 in the side wall of the body

When the valve 66 is depressed the horizontal
plate 69 lies on the floor of the air passage 5
and the air currents thereat are deflected by the
laterally extending plate 68 through the first of

5 of the valve member contains a small coiled

ed longitudinally on the side of the instrument

Valve stem 66 and its lateral and horizontal ele
ments 68 and 69 respectively.
valve members.
The intermediate channel member 23 which 10 Normally the plate 69 is at the top or ceiling
of the air passage 5 and permits the air cur
contains the short duct 54 is mounted on the
rents in the passage to pass through without any
side of the instrument and is so mounted that
obstruction, deviation or deflection whatsoever.
the ends or termini f5 a thereof coincide with

member 49. Similarly the channelled member
25 containing the duct 53 is mounted with its
terminal 58a, coinciding with the openings 58
of the body member. The channelled members

the particular duct openings. For example, in
the case of the middle valve, the air is caused to
20 paSS Successively through the openings 64, 57,
57 a then through the short duct 54 and back
f4 of the instrument.
to the main passage 5 through the openings
The left hand Side of the instrument is not
f57a, 57 and 64 which are on the other side of
symmetrical or even in shape With the right
the plate 68. The inside sidewalls of the valve
hand portion as is the case in the preferred form

22, 23 and 25 are mounted longitudinally in line
and are located substantially on the top portion

of instrument heretofore described. The left 2 5 bodies 60 may be provided with two aligned

Vertical grooves to accommodate the vertical side
edges of the plate 68 so that the valve will
Operate Smoother and also to make better air

hand portion 89 of the instrument is clearly
illustrated in the Figures 26, 27 and 28. The

Figures 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34 show it attached
to or associated with the right hand side 40.
Tile right and left sides of the instrument as well
as the channelled members 22, 23 and 25 are
cemented together to make a one piece instru
ment body. The left body portion 80 also has
a top portion 8, a bottom portion 82, a front
end portion 83, a rear end portion 84 and a

closures at those points.
It Will be observed that the valve mechanism
are interchangeable and may be very easily re
paired or replaced. The valve bodies and stems
35

middle section 85 which coincide with the por

tions 4 , 42, 43, 44 and 45 previously re
ferred to. It also has two finger openings 88
and 83a, which coincide with the openings 48
and 48a. The lower part of the member 80
namely the part through which the finger open
ings S8 and 88a pass is substantially flat and

are inserted in the openings 50 in the top of the
instrument and are held in place by threaded
collars or rings 7 which fit around the collar
portions 6. The top portion of the rings are
hexagon shaped to facilitate the use of a simple
wrench when needed.

The modified form of the instrument also dif

40

fers from the preferred form, in that the opera
tion of the Valve more nearly resembles the

operation of the valves in prior art instruments.

The movement of the valve actually coincides
With the movement of the player's fingers. No

closes or forms the side Wall of the air passages

: 33 and 5.. The top portion 8 is pro

jected outwardly to the side of the lower por 45 leverage takes place in the valve and the valve
is not caused to move faster than the player's
tion as shown in the Figures 26, 27, 28, 30 and 32
fingers. The extent of finger motion is exactly
and contains the second half of the air passage
the same as the stroke of the valve stem. For
indicated by the characters 8, 89 and one half
this reason by simply depressing the valve half
of the fared bell portion 92.
ihe special valves used with this style of in 50 or part Way it is possible to obtain musical effects
which are not obtainable on the previously de
stunnent are shown in detail in the Figures 29,

scribed preferred form of instrument, as this
causes air to pass both through the main air pas

33, 36 and 3. Each member has a rectangular
body portion f60. The body portion is box-like
and has an open bottom and four side walls be

sage 5 and through a compensator duct at the
Same time.

tween which the valve stem and parts move.
The top of the body is provided with a round

tuguiar collar-like portion 6 just below Which,
tille is a somewhat constricted throatlike portion
; 62 through which the valve stem 66 slides. The
body portion ISO has two openings 64 in one side
wall thereof which openings coincide With the
afore described openings 56, 57 and 58 of the

60

body members 49. The two end walls, that is,

While these inventions have been described and
illustrated in their preferred forms and While
certain Specific Words and phrases have been used
herein, it is to be understood that the disclosure
is not to be considered in a restricted sense, as
there may be many other forms or modifications
of the invention which might also be considered
to be within the scope of the following claims.
We cairn:

the forward aind rearward laterally extending

1. A musical instrument, comprising, in com
bination, a body member including top, bottom,
front and rear end portions and having a cir
cuitous air passage therein, the air passage ter
column of air can pass freely.
minating into a mouthpiece at the said rear end
The valve stem f 66 is threaded at its top end
to receive the finger button 67. The bottom 70 portion and into a bell at the said front end por
portion is fiattened and formed into a laterally tion, the said passage having a substantially
extending plate 68 which is positioned in the straight part thereof extending longitudinally
through the said top portion, the body member
instrument body so that it may move up and
also having a set of compensator ducts therein
down during play between the two ends or ter
minals 56a, 157a and 58a of each of the ducts 75 opening into the aforesaid straight part, and a

walls of each body member 60 have openings
: S3, at the lower edges thereof which openings
coincide with the air passage 5 so that the

65
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set
of air valve members mounted on the body having a 'substantisily straight part intermediate
member top portion and projecting through the

said straight part in a manner permitting the
opening or the closing of the said ducts thereat.
2. A musical instrument of the type defined in

claim 1 and further characterized by the said air

the said end portions, and also having a wallpor
tion therein, the body member also having, a set

of compensator air ducts therein entering into
the aforesaid straight part at the side wall por
tion, and a set of air valve members mounted on
the body member above the said straight part
and operating therethrough in; a manner per
mitting the opening or the closing of any of the
said ducts thereat. . . .
. .
. . . .
9. A musical instrument comprising in combi
nation, a body member including front and rear
end portions and having a circuitous air passage
therein, the said passage running through the
5 said portions and terminating into a mouthpiece
and a bell at the said rear and front end por
tions respectively, the said passage having a
straight part extending longitudinally through
the said top portion and also having a bottom
thereat, the body member having compensator
ducts therein opening into the aforesaid part
along the said bottom thereof, and air valve
members mounted on the body member interme
diate the front and rear end portions and above
the straight part and operating therein in a man
ner permitting the opening or the closing of the

is

passage straight part and the said set of valve
members being in the same vertical plane.
3. A musical instrument, comprising in combi
nation, a body member including top, bottom,
front and rear end portions and having a circui
tous air passage therein, the air passage terminat
ing into a mouthpiece at the said rear end por
tion and into a bell at the said front endportion,
the said circuitous air passage running through
the said top and bottom portions and having a
flat walled straight part extending longitudinally
through the said top portion, the body member
also having a set of compensator ducts therein
opening into the aforesaid straight part and a set
of air valve members mounted on the body mem
ber top portion and projecting through the said
straight part in a manner permitting the opening
or the closing of the said ducts thereat.
4. A musical instrument of the type defined in
claim 3 and further characterized by the said
air passage, compensator ducts and air valve ducts along the said bottom, the said circuitcas.
members being in the same vertical plane.
air passage, compensator ducts and air vayes
5. A musical instrument, comprising in combi being in the same vertical plane.
nation a body member including top, bottom,
10. A musical instrument comprising in combi
front and rear end portions and having a cir nation, a body member including front and rear
cuitous air passage therein, a mouthpiece mem end portions and having a circuitous, air pas
ber integral with the body member and open Sage therein, the said passage running, through,
ing into the rear end portions, a bell member
the said portions and terminating into a mouth
integral with the body member and opening into 3 3 piece and a bell at the said rear and front end
the frontend portion, the said circuitous passage
respectively, the said passage having a
running through the said portions and connect portions
straight part extending longitudinally through
ing the mouthpiece and bell members, the said the said body member and also having a side.
airpassage having a straight part extending lon wall
thereat, channelled members mounted on,
gitudinally through the said top portion and hav 40 the body
and forming with the said
ing a wall thereat, the body member also having top portionmember
compensator
ducts.opening into the
a set of compensator ducts therein opening into said side Wall, and air valve members mounted
the aforesaid wall, and a set of air valve mem
the body member above the straight part
bers mounted on the body member top portion on
and sliding therein in a manner permitting the
and projecting through the said straight part in 4;5 opening
or the closing of the said ducts at the
a manner permitting the opening or the closing
Said side wall.

of the said ducts thereat.

.

- --

6. A musical instrument of the type defined in
claim 5 and further characterized by the said air

passage, compensator ducts, mouthpiece and bell
members and the air valve members being in sub
stantially the same vertical plane.

' ' , . . .. . .

. . . ..

-- - -

11. A musical instrument of the type defined in
claim
No. 10 and further characterized by the
said body member having finger openings below

the
said straight part and between
the front
and rear end portions.
X. r.

12. A musical instrument, comprising in combi
7. A musical instrument, comprising in combi nation,
a body member including top, bottom,
nation a body member including top, bottom, front end, rear end and central portions and hav.
front and rear end portions and having a cir 5 5s ing...an air passage thereinterminating in a
cuitous air passage therein, the air passage ter mouthpiece at the rear endportion and running
minating into a mouthpiece at the said rear end downwardly
therethrough to the bottom portion,
portion and into a bell at the said front end por thence forwardly therethrough to the central por
tion, the said air passage having a straight part tion,
thence rearwardly therethrough to the rear
extending longitudinally through the said top 60 end portion,
thence upwardly therethrough to the
portion and having a wall thereat, the body mem topportion, thence
forwardly therethrough to the
ber having a set of compensator ducts therein front
end
portion,
thence downwardly there
opening into the aforesaid wall, the said mem

through to the bottom portion, thence rearward
ly therethrough to the central portion, thence
therethrough to the front end portion,
mounted on the body member top portion and forwardly
thence
upwardly
to the top por
operating in the said straight part in a manner tion terminating intherethrough
a
bell,
the
part
the afore
permitting the opening or the closing of the ducts said circuitous air passage, running ofthrough
the
at the said wall.
. . ..
top
portion
being
substantially
straight,
the
said
8. A musical instrument, comprising in combi body member having a plurality of compensator
nation,
a body member including front and rear air ducts in the central portion thereof opening
end portions having bell and mouthpiece por
aforesaid substantially straight part;
tions respectively thereat and having an air pas into atheplurality
of air valve members mounted
sage running therethrough connecting the bell and
on
the
body
member
and mouthpiece portions, the said air passage 75 through and operatingtopportion
in the saidextending
passage.there
ber also having laterally extending finger open
ings therein, and a set of air valve members
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13. A musical instrument of the type defined
in claim 12 and further characterized by the
Said air passage, compensator ducts and air
Valve members being in the same vertical plane.
14, A. In usical instrument, comprising in com
bination, a body member including top, bottom,

front and rear end portions and having an air
paSSage thereiin terninating in a mouthpiece at
the rear end portion and running downwardly
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with the forked member and normally permit
ting the leaf members to assume the said first

position.
16. In a wind instrument of the type having a
longitudinal air passage therethrough and com
pensator air duct termini opening tiherein, a

valve, comprising in combination, co-acting leaf

members hingedly mounted in the said instru
ment between the termini, the said leaf mem
closing the termini and opening the air
therethrough to the bottom portion, thence for O bers
paSSage When in a first position and opening
wardly therethrough to the front. end portion,
the termini and closing the air passage When
thence upwardly therethrough to the top portion,
in a second position, a frame member opera
thence rearwardly therethrough to the rear por
tively engageable with the leaf members and
tion, thence forwardly through the top portion
movable across the air passage, a body portion
to the front portion terminating in a bell, the
receiving the frame member and mounted on the
portion of the air passage running rearwardly
instrument Substantially above the leaf mem
through the top portion having a side wall there
bers, and a spring device mounted in the body
at; channelled members mounted on the body
portion and engageable With the frame member
member and forming with the said top portion
compensator air ducts opening into the said air : and normally permitting the leaf members to
assume the said first position.
passage at the side Wall thereof; and a plurality
17. In a Wind instrument of the type having a
of air valve members mounted on the body mem
longitudinal air passage therethrough and com
ber top portion extending therethrough and Op
pensator air duct termini opening in the side
erating in the portion of the air passage run
thereof, a valve, comprising in combination, a
ning rearwardly through the top portion and in
body member having side openings coinciding
a manner permitting the compensator ducts to be
with the said duct termini openings and having
opened or closed at the said side Wall.
end openings coinciding with the longtudinal
15. In a wind instrument of the type having
air passage, a valve stem including a blade por
a longitudinal air passage therethrough and
compensator air clict termini opening therein, a 3) tion movably mounted in the body member, the
said blade portion being movable across the
Valve, comprising in combination, co-acting leaf
air passage between the end openingS and be
members having lever portions thereon hingedly
tween the said side openings and in a manner
mounted in the said instrument between the ter
permitting the closing of the duct and Opening
nirii, the said leaf nerinbers closing the termini
of
the air passage. When in a first position and
and opening the air passage when in a first posi
the opening of the duct and closing cf the air
tion and opening the termini and closing the
passage when in a second position, and a Spring
air passage. When in a second position, a forked
means mounted on the body portion and engage
member operatively engageable with the said
lever portions and extending across the air pas 40 able with the valve stem normally permitting
the blade portion to assume the said first position,
Sage, a body portion receiving the forked mem

ber and mounted on the instrument substantially
above the leaf members, and a tension means
mounted in the body portion and engageable
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